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There are a variety of f unctions that need t o be provi ded for negoti ations in 
environmental policy disputes. The different stages influence t he role and types 
of support most needed to enhance negotiations. But, third party support can be 
critical in each of the activities listed below during oll three stoges. Cotegories 
of support ore: 

Pre-Negotiotion 
Negotiation Period 
Post-Negot iot i on 

Convening ond coordinotion: These functions include ossistonce In developing the 
appropriote stokeholders, including identity of the technicol support group; the 
identification of oppropriote individuals within stokeholding groups, ond 
ogreement omong the vorious stokeholders thot the composition is bolanced and 
representot i ve . 

Technicol & Scientific Negotiotion Support: This includes the scheduling and use 
of outside experts, the development of informotion or decision-moking ossi stance 
tools such as Questionnoires, computer ossisted consensus making, brain-storming 
tools, Delphi or modified Delphi i nstruments, etc. 

Meeting Monogement ond Focilitotion Support: This includes facilitating the 
meetings, providing o record of diologue ond octivities during the meeting, serving 
as o gate-keeper ond time-keeper for discussions ond work projects, and preparing 
o ·sense of the meeting: This also includes recording diologue, documenting 
decisions and tracking gool attBinment. 

Logistic and Bosic Stoff SuQ1;1ort: This i ncludes linking the vorious porties to find 
ogreea_ble time schedules, locotions, durotions of meetings, agenda preparations, 
cos-sharing an(! expenses, funding staff support. 

, I 

The lBtter category is the centrBl component of environmental mediation and it 
draws support and strength from successful management by the mediation team of 
housekeeprng and odvi sery funct i ons. 
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Medtatton tnvolves the lntervention of the thlrd party In developing a negotiation 
position among the selected parties os appropriate, suggesting caucus type 
meetings and offering counsel on negotiotion tactics and timing, linking the 
parties in the octuol negotiotions; assisting and odvising on relations omong the 
various negotiation parties and their constituencies, linking the parties to the 
public through the media, and helping them develop rules for public participation 
and or media contacts, etc. 

I would demonstrote how these flve categortes of activltles were combined in 
three case studies. 

t. The Mining Woter Loss Roundtoble 

This negotiation developed li scientific-technical rationole for establishing 
a ·zone of Presumed lmpact· within which water has been disrupted or impaired by 
underground mining operations. The technical-scientific basis for developing such 
a boundary had substantial legal-economic, and political impac;ts. The application 
of ·angle of draw· from the mine site to the suńace had been the generally 
accepted technical basis for defining such impacts in subsidence, but was less 
suited to water loss. The use of experts to illuminate the area of uncertainty, the 
limits of scientific knowledge, and the costs of getting better scientific 
information, led to an agreement to use a ·social-economic standard" rather than a 
purely technical standard. · 

2. lnstream Flow Rouncltable 

This negotiation established a standard of instream woter flow be low which 
it would be unacceptoble to withdrow further weter from II stream in order to 
protect the riverine habitat. The process of evaluating the scientific literature to 
agree on a standard, and to establish procedures for the site-by-site evaluation of 
proposed stream flows demonstrates once again the role of the mediator as a · 
bridge between scientific and technical personnel and the negotiating parties. 

3. Septic Tank Roundtable 

A third case involves the development of a distance between off-site 
sewage systems and groundwater tables in order to provide protection from 
wastewater accumulating on the suńace of the land or contaminating the 
groundwater. This distance is an issue with heavy economic ond political 
consequences and determines what land is developable and what is not. This case 
was resolved by scientific-technical consensus involYing the use of outside 
experts. 
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